Management of early oral cavity cancer. Experience of Centre Oscar Lambret.
From 1974 to 1983, 579 patients presenting with early oral cancer (excluding lip tumours) were treated at Centre Oscar Lambret. Of these, 429 were treated locally by brachytherapy with local control achieved in 82% of the cases (90% after salvage surgery). Treatment-related complications occurred in 19% of the cases, requiring surgical management in 13 patients. In contrast, only 51% of the 35 patients treated by external radiotherapy and brachytherapy were controlled, resulting in a poor 5-year survival (14%). Results for the 24 patients treated surgically were similar to those of brachytherapy alone. Finally, for T1 T2 N0 patients, the advantages of an elective neck dissection are not clear and could be clarified by a randomised trial. Indeed, this retrospective study failed to find a significant difference in the incidence of death due to an uncontrolled neck evolution whatever the neck management.